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The use of large inductance coils for sending, receiving, and
direction determination was first proposed by the late Professor
Braun', who carried out experiments at Strassburg on signals
from the Eiffel Tower, and gave the general theory of a coil used
as an antenna.2

Received current measurements, such as the laboratory made
some years ago for the verification of the theory of transmission
between ordinary antennas, have now been made for closed coils.
According to the theory, a rectangular vertical coil of N turns,
height H, and length L, is equivalent to two vertical antennas of
effective height NH at a distance apart L, with their respective
currents in opposite phase. Taking into account the phase dif-
ference due to the difference in path, either in sending to a point
p, or in receiving from p, the effect will be the same as that of
one antenna of height NH multiplied by the phase difference

2 zLcos 6, where 6 is the angle between the plane of the coil

and the direction of p.3
Now the expression for the received current in a receiving

antenna, with an antenna sending sustained waves, is, disregard-
ing absorption:'

IIr= 120 XT Is h hr (1)

*Received by the Editor, July 10, 1919. Presented before THE INSTI-
TUTE OF RADIo ENGINEERS, New York, May 5, 1920.

t Dr. Dellinger, of the Bureau of Standards, has published coil formulas
in practical units with slightly different constants in a confidential report for
the Signal Corps, "Radio Transmission Formulas," July, 1917.

1F. Braun, "Jahrbuch d. Drahtlosen Telegraphie," 8, pages 1 and 132,
1914.

2Mr. Kolster, of the Bureau of Standards, has developed an excellent
direction finder on this principle.

3 Zenneck, "Wireless Telegraphy," 1915, page 234 and note 307, page 425.
4 Zenneck, "Wireless Telegraphy," 1915, page 248, and " Bureau of

Standards BuUetin," 11, page 70, 1914, Scientific paper 226
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where L is the sending antenna current, h8 the effective height
of the sending antenna, hr that of the receiving antenna, A the
wave length, d the distance, and R the receiving antenna re-
sistance, expressed. in amperes, ohms, and meters. Now if
either or both of the antennas is replaced by a coil, we must re-

place its height by NH 27rL cos 0 where NH is the height of

the coil times the number of turns, and we find for a
Coil Sending and Antenna Receiving

Is NsHs ITi, hrIr 120;r* 2, coses.
Ad A R

IsNs HsLs hr2-2369 A2dI * cosds (2)

In the same way for an
Antenna Sending and Coil Receiving

I= 2369 Is h8 Nr HrLr COs (3)

and for
Coil Sending and Coil Receiving

I8NsHsLsNrHrLr
Ir = 14880 . d R COSH. COSOr- (4)

The effective height h of an ordinary antenna equivalent to any
coil NH may be expressed if 0= 0, by

NHL areaAturns (5)

The equations show that, other things being equal, if an antenna
be used, both for sending and receiving, the received current
falls off as the wave length, while if one coil be used, it falls off
as the square of the wave length, and with two coils as the cube
of the wave length.

The value of the constant in the equation for a sending coil
requires some consideration. The value given assumes that as
the radiated field grounds itself, it takes the form of a field formed
by the coil and its image as in the case of an antenna. This is
probably true, at least for a coil the dimensions of which are large
compared with its distance from the ground. In the case of
reception, this question does not enter in.

Signals from Arlington have been measured at the laboratory
on two coils. One was a crossed coil direction finder mounted on
the roof of one of the buildings, having 56 closely wound turns,
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a height of 1.82 meters (5.97 ft.) and a length measured between
the planes of the front and back vertical sections of 1.29 meters
(4.23 ft.). The second coil, supported from masts, had 7 turns
80 cm. (2.62 ft.) apart and measured 21.6X 24.4 meters (71 X 80
ft.), ,t being 42°. The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

TABLE 1

Arlington Arc Received at Laboratory on Direction Finder.

Received Current

mneters amp. Difference %Differencei_eters_obs. calc.

6,000 208.0 10-6 157.5 .10-6 50.5 24%
7,500 128.1 100.8 27.3 21%

10,000 67.5 56.7 10.8 16%
I = 100 amp. N=56 L = 1.29 m. 0 =00
hz =71 m. H = 1.82 m. R = 50 ohms d = 7.800 m.

TABLE 2

Arlington Arc Received at Laboratory on Large Coil.

Received Current
amp. Difference %Differencemeters obs. calc.

4,000 8.78 10-3 7.38 10-3 1.40 16%
6,000 3.71 3.28 0.43 12%
7,500 2.26 2.10 0.16 7%

10,000 1.23 1.18 0.05 4%
I,= 100 amp. N=7 L = 24.4 m. 8 = 420
hs = 71 m. H = 21.6 m. R = 50 ohms d= 7,800m.

Table 3 shows the current received on an antenna at
Arlington from the large coil at the laboratory excited by a
coupled bulb circuit. The received currents in all three cases
were measured with shunted detectors and galvanometers,5
calibrated and tested for proportionality between deflection
and current squared in each experiment.

5 "Journal Wash. Acad.," 8, page 569, 1918.
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TABLE 3

Large Coil at Laboratory Received on Antenna at Arlington.

Received Current
amp. Difference %Differencemeters obs. calc.

2,800 147.8 10-6 150.8 10-6 -3.0 2%
4,890 50.5 49.5 +1.0 2%c

I = 1 amp. N=7 L=24.4 m. d = 420
h,=71 m. H = 21.6 m. R = 50 ohms. d= 7,800 m11.

In each of the tables, for the sake of comparison, the results
are reduced to a common value of sending current and a common
receiving resistance.

The observed values in Tables 1 and 2 are seen to be uni-
formly larger than the calculated. This is supposed to be due
to an action of the coil as an antenna since an increase in the
length of the leads increases this difference. The reason for the
increased error at the shorter wave lengths is not yet clear.6
The agreement of observed and calculated values in the case of
the coil sending (Table 3) is all that could be desired. From
this, sending from a coil and receiving on an antenna, seems to
offer the most accurate method for determining antenna effective
height.

Table 4 gives the effective heights of antennas which for
sending or receiving are equivalent to coils of various area turns,
calculated from Equation 5.

When I wrote this paper, I supposed that Messrs. R. A.
Fessenden and G. W. Pickard used only single turn loops in
their early experiments, but I have recently been informed that
Professor Fessenden proposed multiple turn loops in his Ger-
man patent number 225226, dated January 14, 1907, while
Mr. Pickard demonstrated the use of a direction finder of this
type to the Navy in the same year, and published his work in
the "Electrical Review," June 15, 1907, and October 3,.1908.
That these early experiments did not result in the general use
of receiving coils was due entirely to the lack of sensitive re-

6 In experiments of this kind incorrect results may be obtained if obser-
vations are made too near the natural wave length of the coil, as in this
case the current distribution is no longer uniform on account of the effect of
the distributed capacity
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ceiving apparatus at that time, while their present success is
due to audion amplifiers, the introduction of which practically
coincided with the appearance of Professor Braun's paper.

TABLE 4

Comparison of Coils and Antennas

The observations in this paper have been taken for the most
part by W. F. Grimes, Chief Electrician (Radio), assistant in
the laboratory.

United States Naval Radio Laboratory,
Washington, D. C.

April, 1919

;UMMARY: After deriving formulas for received current in loop receivers
)r antennas (transmission being from other loops or antennas), these formu-
as are compared with a series of observations at various wave lengths. Good
igreement is found with theory, and the residual discrepancy is partly ex-
)lained.

420

Equivalent Effective Antenna Height
(meters)

(meters) 10 20 30 40 50

Coil-AreaXTurns (meters)

200 319
500 796 1,592 2,388

1,000 1,592 3,184 4,776 6,370
2,000 3,185 6,370 9,552 12,740 15,920
3,000 4,776 9,552 14,280 19,100 23,880
5,000 7,960 15,920 23,880 31,840 39,800
7,000 11,140 22,280 33,450 44,580 55,760

10,000 15,920 31,840 47,760 63,700 79,600
12,000 19,110 38,220 57,330 76,440 95,520
15,000 23,880 47,760 71,640 95,520 119,400
20,000 31,840 63,780 95,520 127,400 159,200


